Long Life Prayer for Chagdüd Khadro (Jane Tromge)

Padma'i jeyzung padma'i rigsu kye:
Taken under Padma's care, born into the Padma family,

Padma'i tenla kyekün si zhur wang:
Empowered to serve all beings in Padma's teachings,

Padma Chökyi Drönma ring tso zhing:
May Padma Chökyi Drönma live long,

Dön nyi bey mey lhüngyi drub gyur chig:
And may the two kinds of benefit be spontaneously accomplished!

In response to a request from Michael McLaughlin, who offered a fine scarf marked with auspicious designs along with a substantial amount of money, this aspiration was made from the heart by the old Chagdupa. Good fortune!